Nanoparticle shape anisotropy and photoluminescence properties: Europium containing ZnO as a Model Case†
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The precise control over electronic and optical properties of semiconductor (SC) materials is pivotal for a number of important applications like in optoelectronics, photocatalysis or in medicine. It is well known that the incorporation of heteroelements (doping as a classical case) is a powerful method for adjusting and enhancing the functionality of semiconductors. Independent from that, there already has been a tremendous progress regarding the synthesis of differently sized and shaped SC nanoparticles, and quantum-size effects are well documented experimentally and theoretically. Whereas size and shape control of nanoparticles work fairly well for the pure compounds, the presence of a heteroelement is problematic because the impurities interfere strongly with bottom up approaches applied for the synthesis of such particles, and effects are even stronger, when the heteroelement is aimed to be incorporated into the target lattice for chemical doping. Therefore, realizing coincident shape control of nanoparticle colloids and their doping still pose major difficulties. Due to a special mechanism of the emulsion based synthesis method presented here, involving a gelation of emulsion droplets prior to crystallization of shape-anisotropic ZnO nanoparticles, heteroelements can be effectively entrapped inside the lattice. Different nanocrystal shapes such as nanorods, -prisms, -plates, and -spheres can be obtained, determined by the use of certain emulsification agents. The degree of morphologic alterations depends on the type of incorporated heteroelement M3+, concentration, and it seems that some shapes are more tolerant against doping than others. Focus was then set on the incorporation of Eu3+ inside the ZnO particles, and it was shown that nanocrystal shape and aspect ratios could be adjusted while maintaining a fixed dopant level. Special PL properties could be observed implying energy transfer from ZnO excited near its band-gap (3.3 eV) to the Eu3+ states mediated by defect luminescence of the nanoparticles. Indications for an influence of shape on photoluminescence (PL) properties were found. Finally, rod-like Eu@ZnO colloids were used as tracers to investigate their uptake into biological samples like HeLa cells. The PL was sufficient for identifying green and red emission under visible light excitation.

Introduction

The direct character of the band structure of certain binary semiconductor compounds is a prerequisite for the occurrence of photoluminescence (PL),1 and these PL properties are vital for some of the advanced applications of semiconductor materials. Presumably the case with the most impact is given by light emitting diodes (LEDs).2,3 In the meantime LEDs have entirely revolutionized lighting technology, and I. Akasaki, H. Amano and S. Nakamura have received the 2014 Nobel Price in physics for their work on the development of blue LEDs containing iso-valence substituted gallium nitrides.4,5 Secondly, because the frequency of the emitted light is a direct consequence of the extension of the band-gap, and the band-
gap can be adjusted via particle size due to the quantum size effect, there has been an enormous progress in utilizing PL of colloidal semiconductor nanoparticles (SCNPs), so-called quantum dots, for instance in bio-related applications. Consequently, there has been substantial activity for two decades regarding the synthesis of SCNPs with various size.

Among the various direct semiconductors (e.g. GaN, CdSe, MoS2 etc.), zinc oxide (ZnO; Wurtzite structure) has received significant attention. ZnO is unique because it offers a multitude of functional properties and applications together with high availability, low price and the absence of toxicity. It belongs to the class of wide-gap semiconductors with a direct band gap of 3.37 eV. Its semiconducting properties combined with a large exciton binding energy allow for applications in the field of electronics and optoelectronics for instance as varistors, light-emitting devices, thin-film transistors or gas sensors.

Interestingly, besides size, there is also an influence of shape on optical properties and in particular PL properties. Because of the good accessibility of the rod-like morphology, some interesting studies were published on 1-D II/VI semiconductor nanoparticles. It could be shown, that the band edge emission is related to surface defects, and that the occurrence of these defects may depend on shape. It could also be demonstrated that the persistence of light generated charge carriers becomes prolonged for particles with Wurtzite crystal structure due to the polarity of the particles. For the synthesis of anisotropically shaped ZnO particles several methods are known, for instance sol–gel, modified microemulsion routes, and other surfactant assisted methods. A nice example was published by McLaren et al. in 2009 about ZnO nanoparticles with rod and plate-like shape. The authors noted that plate-like particles displayed an over five times higher activity concerning the photocatalytic decomposition of methylene blue. This was explained by the higher fraction of the polar [001] surface, which is supposedly more active in photocatalysis than the non-polar surfaces. The effect of different faces in ZnO was also observed for different nanoparticles synthesized by forced hydrolysis presented by Hosni et al. in 2014. Size and shape influence the materials electronic structure and charge carrier transport rates, which are important for ZnO based dye-sensitized solar cells. Regarding photoluminescence and ZnO particle shape, Bacsa et al. have described in 2009 tetrapods, which showed a more intense band-gap UV luminescence compared to spherical particles.

Doping, respectively the presence of intentionally introduced hetero-elements is desired, because it can significantly extend the functionality of semiconductor nanostructures due to altered electronic, optical or catalytic properties. Electronic and optical properties of ZnO can be controlled by specific anion or cation substitution in the sub-lattice, hereafter abbreviated as E@ZnO. Special emphasis should be given here to ZnO nanomaterials doped with rare earth metal ions. Those materials are promising candidates for potential applications in optical communication, field emission displays (FEDs). Tb@ZnO and Yb@ZnO have also been used as phosphors for LEDs. Eu@ZnO nanorods vertically grown on solid substrates e.g. by electrodeposition could be prepared and the successful incorporation of Eu3+ could be proven by optical measurements. Nevertheless, the incorporation of large rare earth ions in the ZnO lattice remains challenging because of the large discrepancy between ionic size and charge compared to Zn2+. This might be one reason, why there are only few Eu@ZnO colloidal particles systematically varying in shape or size. Such particles would be of high interest as tracers for investigation of nanoparticle uptake into biological matter, e.g. cells. Particles with high visibility in fluorescence microscopy are needed, but it is essentially important to ensure low toxicity. Appropriate ZnO nanoparticles, could have some obvious advantages over other fluorescent nanoparticles involving toxic elements like Cd2+ and Se2−, which are currently applied as biolabels very frequently.

There was obviously significant progress during the last years concerning the synthesis of SCNPs with different morphologies and some progress in intentional doping of SCNPs. For instance, spherical tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) nanoparticles were presented by Milliron et al. in 2011, and more importantly Gd3+ could be incorporated into NaYF4 nanorods by Wang et al. in 2010. One can find some nice studies in the literature, reporting particles differing in shape as a result of the presence of impurity atoms or doping. Interesting results were presented by Yang et al., who have investigated the change of morphology caused by the presence of Mg2+ during homogeneous growth of ZnO. In 2013 Martucci et al. described Ga-doped ZnO coatings. The Ga also had a substantial influence on the shape of the single nanocrystals. The latter papers indicate that shape control is much more difficult to achieve, when it comes to the intentional incorporation of impurities. In this sense, shape control is defined in such a way, that the morphology (size and shape) of a particle can be selected, no matter of what type or degree of doping. The reason for the mentioned difficulties is, that impurities can strongly interfere with the bottom-up methodologies developed for the synthesis of such particles. Compared to particle size distribution, shape is even more prone to the presence of impurities. Therefore, it is an important task to study the preparation and properties of hetero-element containing SCNPs while retaining morphology (size and shape).

Here we apply a special emulsion-based method for the preparation of doped ZnO nanoparticle colloids. This method is already established for the preparation of ZnO nanorods. Regarding the preparation of doped shape-anisotropic ZnO particles one can expect several advantages over alternative methods like hydrothermal routes, or in high-boiling point solvents at even higher temperatures (resembling hot-injection). There is much better control concerning the incorporation of heteroelements, and more importantly it is performed at relatively low temperature. Low temperatures are beneficial, because then thermal energy is by far not high enough to overcome activation barriers for diffusion in the
solid-state and this prevents self-purification effects, which have often been observed for other systems.82

We will at first describe the extent of morphological effects induced by the incorporation of different metal cations into the lattice of ZnO nanorods. Then, already concentrating on Eu@ZnO, we will demonstrate that nanocrystal shape can be varied and controlled simultaneous to doping. Finally, shape-dependent optical properties, in particular photoluminescence, is investigated for the Eu@ZnO materials in detail, and the materials are applied as biolabels.

Results and discussion

Because these metal cations should be incorporated into the lattice of the particles E@ZnO, we deploy a method, which has been developed by us in 2011.79,80 ZnO is generated in a water-in-oil emulsion via a sol–gel route using a special organometallic precursor system. The mentioned molecular compounds have a heterocubane structure [MeZnOR]₄ (with R = alkyl), and precursor properties have been investigated extensively.24,83–88 ZnO formation in the emulsion based method proceeds via solidification of the emulsion droplets as amorphous particles, followed by morphogenesis induced by crystallization.79,80 The described method can easily be applied towards the synthesis of ZnO nanorods (see also ESI-1†).

Metal cation incorporation into ZnO nanorods prepared using the emulsion-based method

The first important question to answer is, what the morphological effect of cations is, while the crystalline nanorods are forming. Thus, a series of metal cations with an ionic radius smaller (Li⁺, Al³⁺),80,89 close to (Cu⁺, Mn²⁺),90 or larger (Eu³⁺, La³⁺, Na⁺)62,91 compared to Zn²⁺ (r = 0.74 Å) were selected and was applied at two different concentrations (Xmetal = 0.03% and 0.7%). Furthermore, an experiment was performed with additional Zn²⁺ dissolved in the emulsion droplets. The anion (Cl⁻) was kept constant for excluding anion effects on ZnO nanoparticle morphology. The resulting nanoparticle dispersions were investigated by PXRD and TEM; see also ESI-2.† It can be seen that both factors, the difference in ionic radius compared to Zn²⁺ (Δr) and the concentration, influence particle shape (Fig. 1a).

When the mentioned heteroelements are applied at low concentration (χM = 0.03%), one sees that the nanorod shape is obtained in all cases (Fig. 1b). Nonetheless, there are effects. The nanorods become shorter the smaller Δr is. The effects on

Scheme 1  Emulsion based method for synthesizing heterobimetallic ZnO nanoparticles with defined shape. The shape of the growing nanoparticle is determined by the head group of the emulsification agent and its capability to interact with particular surfaces. Ions like Eu³⁺ (yellow) dissolved in the aqueous phase become incorporated into the ZnO lattice, and can then exhibit additional functionality like the shown energy transfer from ZnO defect luminescence to Eu³⁺.

Fig. 1  (a) Extension (Dc ≅ squares; Dab ≅ circles) of E@ZnO particles prepared for χM = 0.03%. (b) TEM micrographs for two different heteroelement concentrations χM = 0.03% and 0.7%; scale bars = 500 nm and 200 nm, respectively.
$D_{ab}$ are much less pronounced. Obviously, ions with similar radius compared to Zn$^{2+}$ can more effectively bind to the oxygen-terminated polar surface, which then inhibits growth in c-direction. However, these ions similar to Zn$^{2+}$ (Cu$^+$, Mn$^{2+}$) can at the same time also interact with the other surfaces (e.g. [100] etc.), and as a result also the $D_{ab}$ extension reduces slightly (see also ESI-3†). The nanorods become very thin. Interestingly, this effect is most pronounced for Zn$^{2+}$ itself, which by far leads to the shortest and thinnest nanorods in the series ($D_c = 36$ nm, $D_{ab} = 12$ nm). We assume that the special effect of Zn$^{2+}$ cannot be explained by surface interaction alone, but its presence will also affect the supersaturation degree of zinc oxide in the water droplets. Higher supersaturation leads to more critical nuclei, and this results in a larger number of particles remaining small (see ESI-2†).

At higher concentration of the ionic additives ($\chi_M = 0.7\%$) there is still a preference for the rod-like morphology (Fig. 1b), but the rods have become shorter and there is no obvious correlation to $\Delta r$ anymore. In particular the effect of Na$^+$ is astonishing, because despite a big difference to Zn$^{2+}$ a majority of extremely small particles are seen, which obviously could not have undergone any extended growth period. One can conclude that the type of cation dissolved in the water droplets of the emulsion and the concentration are important. There are some ions, which are morphologically extremely tolerant like Li$^+$, and other which have strong effect on morphology like Zn$^{2+}$. The morphological tolerance against Eu$^{3+}$ is somewhere in the middle, not too strong but also not negligible.

**Morphology control for Eu@ZnO materials**

Due to our interest in photoluminescence properties altered by nanoparticle shape, focus of the paper is now given to europium containing zinc oxide (Eu@ZnO). Differently shaped Eu@ZnO ($\chi_{eu} = 0.7\%$) nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 2 and were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and additional methods (see ESI-4†). Rods, prisms, plates and spheres one can generate by changing parameters like temperature, ZnO precursor concentration and, most importantly, the emulsification agent. Hexagonal cross-sectioned particles are obtained, when lauric acid was used as the emulsification agent, which indicates that the crystallographic a,b-direction are the main direction of crystal growth (see Fig. 2c). The shape assignment is supported by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) shown in the ESI-4ii.† The PXRD pattern shows a higher intensity of signals with pure a and b component (e.g. (100), (110)) and low intensity for signals with c component (e.g. (002), (101)), which means that the particle extension is restricted in c-direction.

The formation of plates can be explained by effective stabilization of the polar faces in ZnO [002]. The carboxylic group of lauric acid can bind to the zinc terminated faces and the oxygen-terminated face is stabilized via protonation. The situation changes, when a polyglyceryl-3-polyricinoleate (PEG P3P) is used as the emulsification agent. Due to the neutral character of the compound there is less tendency to interact with the polar faces. Thus, c becomes the main growth direction.

Depending on temperature (see Table 1), respectively depending on reaction kinetics, the interaction of P3P with ZnO differs.

At lower temperature (40 °C) there is a selective interaction with the [100] lattice plane and its symmetry equivalents ([010], [−110]) leading to a trigonal cross-section of the particles (Fig. 1b). A temperature difference of $\Delta T = +15$ K (see Table 1) is sufficient for overriding this specificity. The particles are still elongated in c-direction (Fig. 2a), but the cross-section changes from trigonal to hexagonal. A mixture of the non-ionic surfactant Brij-58 and the carbohydrate maltitol seem to interact with all possible faces of ZnO, which suppresses growth in all directions. The PXRD pattern (ESI-4ii and ESI-4iii†) shows only low-intensity and very broad signals, which indicate a low crystallinity and very small crystallite sizes (<4 nm). Thus, the formation of a distinct nanoparticle shape is hindered. ZnO formation is restricted to the surface of the emulsion droplet, where the precursor and water react with each other, and as a result one obtains spherical and

**Table 1** Conditions leading to different particle morphologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Emulsification agent</th>
<th>Precursor concentration</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hexagonal rods</td>
<td>P3P</td>
<td>0.179 mol L$^{-1}$</td>
<td>55 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigonal rods</td>
<td>P3P</td>
<td>0.239 mol L$^{-1}$</td>
<td>40 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plates</td>
<td>Lauric acid</td>
<td>0.239 mol L$^{-1}$</td>
<td>40 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow nanospheres</td>
<td>Brij 58 + maltitol</td>
<td>0.119 mol L$^{-1}$</td>
<td>40 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Eu@ZnO particles differing in particle morphology. (a) nanorods, (b) trigonal nanoparticles, (c) nanoplates, (d) spherical particles with hollow character. Scale bars = 20 nm.
hollow particles with a shell consisting of numerous small crystallites (Fig. 2d). Closer inspection of the PXRD pattern of this material shown in ESI-4iii† indicated that the walls of those particles are composed of thin Eu@ZnO plates grown mainly in a, b direction, which would fit to the observation that all PXRD signals with c-component have very low intensity.

The particles generated in the absence of Eu³⁺ look almost identical to pure Eu@ZnO particles prepared under otherwise identical conditions (see ESI-4i†). This shows that, at least at low concentration (c = 0.7 at%), Eu³⁺ is morphologically inactive. In Fig. 3, the persistence of the rod-like shape depending on Eu³⁺ concentration was investigated in detail. The sample containing pure ZnO (χ_{Eu} = 0%) is shown as a reference in ESI-1.† One can see that the pure ZnO nanorods are D_c ≈ 80 nm long with a thickness of D_ab ≈ 20 nm, which leads to an aspect ratio of 2.5. As expected there are almost no changes in morphology for a very low content of Eu³⁺ (χ_{Eu} = 0.03%; Fig. 3a).

At χ_{Eu} = 0.7% the nanorods have become shorter (D_c ≈ 40 nm), whereas the thickness has remained almost the same. The findings are supported by PXRD data shown in ESI-5.† The results indicate that Eu³⁺ can interact with the polar surfaces of ZnO, which reduces the growth rate in crystallographic c-direction. Consequently, for even higher concentrations (χ_{Eu} = 1%; 2%) one can switch to the plate-like morphology (Fig. 3c and d; ESI-5ii†). At χ_{Eu} = 2% the sample consists almost exclusively of plate-like particles with hexagonal cross-section and a fairly narrow size distribution.

At the end of our morphological studies we want to investigate to what extend it is possible to adjust the aspect ratio of the nanorods at constant Eu³⁺ concentration (χ_{Eu} = 0.7%).

Longer particles can be obtained by increasing the growth-rate while avoiding new particle nucleation. This can be done by carefully adjusting the precursor concentration. At very low precursor concentration the length of the particles is only D_c ≈ 20 nm (Fig. 4c). Because their width has still remained con-

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.png)

**Fig. 3** Europium doped ZnO with different doping concentration, χ_{Eu} = 0.03% (a), χ_{Eu} = 0.7% (b), χ_{Eu} = 1.0% (c), χ_{Eu} = 2% (d). Scale bars = 500 nm.
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**Fig. 4** Aspect-ratio adjustment of Eu@ZnO nanorods. TEM micrographs of particles with D_c = 40 nm (a), D_c = 30 nm (b), D_c = 20 nm (c). Scale bars = 20 nm.
stant $D_{ab} \approx 20$ nm, with an aspect ratio of 1, the particles can be interpreted as quasi-spherical. One can precisely adjust the aspect ratio $R_{c/ab}$ of the Eu@ZnO nanorods in the range 1–2 (see Fig. 4; see also ESI-6†). We could not achieve higher aspect ratios, because a higher precursor concentration leads to additional nucleation, and this results in an extremely polydisperse size distribution.

**Refined analysis of Eu@ZnO nanorods**

Following the successful demonstration of the shape-controlled synthesis of Eu@ZnO particles and in particular nanorods up to this point, it becomes important to investigate the structural and compositional properties of the materials in more detail prior to the subsequently conducted optical characterization. The presence of europium and the precise composition of the prepared materials has been determined by ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy). The results are summarized in Table 2. It is seen that the amount of europium relates to the amount used during the emulsion-based process, however, slightly less has been incorporated into the materials in the final analysis.

High-resolution (HR) TEM images of Eu@ZnO nanorods in comparison to ZnO nanorods are shown in Fig. 5. One can see that the presence of Eu$^{3+}$ has not affected the crystallinity of the particles in a negative way. Electron diffraction confirms that each nanorod has single-crystalline character and that the main growth direction is the crystallographic $c$-axis (see ESI-7†).

At this stage, it is important to reveal the microstructure of the materials emphasizing on the successful incorporation of Eu$^{3+}$ into the ZnO lattice. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data are shown in ESI-8i.† There is no XPS peak characteristic for Eu$_2$O$_3$ (Eu 4d$_{5/2}$; $E = 129.2$ eV)$^{66}$. One finds a peak at $E = 140.5$ eV corresponding to the Eu 4d$_{3/2}$ state.$^9$ This signal indicates the occurrence of one type of Eu$^{3+}$ with a different Eu–O bonding distance and a different coordination geometry compared to Eu$_2$O$_3$. This result is desired, because the local environment around the cation is expected to be tetrahedral in ZnO, and not octahedral as in Eu$_2$O$_3$. Additional high-resolution XPS spectra were acquired in the Eu 3d region of Eu@ZnO. To our surprise not only a signal of Eu$^{3+}$ but also of Eu$^{2+}$ was found in the spectra (see ESI-8i†). The occurrence of Eu$^{2+}$ is confusing, because the reduction of Eu(III) to Eu(II) is quite unfavorable and Eu(II) is rather oxidized to Eu(III) when water or oxygen are present like in our case.

However, it should be noted that Eu$^{2+}$ can be seen in XPS spectroscopy as an artifact. For example, Vercaemst et al. observed mixed valence behavior of Eu containing compounds due to inter-configuration fluctuation.$^{93,94}$ As ultimate proof that there is only Eu$^{3+}$ (diamagnetic 4f$^6$, 7F$_0$ ground state) present in the sample and not any paramagnetic Eu$^{2+}$ (4f$^7$, 8S$_{7/2}$), we recorded electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra (see ESI-8ii†) of Eu@ZnO and pure ZnO nanorods (as a reference). The spectra of both samples look identical and contain the typical signals from the omnipresent effective mass-like shallow donors and ZnO lattice-site vacancies with $g$-factors of 1.9594 and 2.0024, respectively.$^{95}$ Both signals are typical for ZnO and were previously reported also for material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$X_{Eu}$ (synthesis)</th>
<th>$X_{Eu}$ (experimental)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 HRTEM images of Eu@ZnO nanorods ($X_{Eu} = 0.7$ at%) (a) and ZnO nanorod (b) as a reference. Scale bars = 10 nm. FFT patterns of ZnO and Eu@ZnO are given in ESI-7 and ESI-1c†.
prepared via sol–gel from organometallic precursors. Most importantly, the existence of Eu$^{2+}$ can be ruled out since the characteristic signal at $g = 4.195$ is missing. The conclusion that there are no separate phases other than the desired Eu@ZnO was also checked by PXRD (see ESI-5† and Fig. 6). All signals can be assigned to the ZnO Wurtzite phase. It should be noted that PXRD will only detect crystalline constituents. However, amorphous zones would inevitably be seen in TEM due to the much larger number of electrons in Eu compared to Zn and the resulting high imaging contrast in TEM. The missing crystallinity of those zones could be checked by electron diffraction. However, the various TEM data recorded in due course of our study have never indicated the occurrence of such Eu-rich amorphous zones. The successful incorporation of Eu$^{3+}$ into the ZnO lattice is supported further by closer inspection of the PXRD data. Because Eu$^{3+}$ is significantly larger than Zn$^{2+}$, in the case of substitution, one expects a shift of the diffraction signals to smaller angles corresponding to an expansion of the lattice parameters. Of course in the case of $\chi_{\text{Eu}} < 2\%$ there will be only a small shift in agreement with Vegards rule.$^{97}$ The shift to smaller angles, respectively the expansion of the lattice, is indeed found and correlates to the concentration of Eu$^{3+}$ as deduced from ICP-OES (Table 2).

Further information about the microstructure is available from Raman spectroscopy. Fig. 7 shows the micro-Raman spectrum of a Eu@ZnO sample with 0.7 at% Eu$^{3+}$ excited by the 514 nm line of an Argon-ion laser. The spectrum is dominated by the non-polar $E_2$(low) and $E_2$(high) modes of ZnO at 99.2 cm$^{-1}$ and 435.4 cm$^{-1}$, respectively.

Considering the reported pressure dependence of ZnO, one can easily quantify the strain in the samples.$^{98-100}$ Particularly the frequency shift of the $E_2$(high) is a sensitive tool for strain measurements with a large hydrostatic pressure coefficient of 5.04 cm$^{-1}$/GPa and a relaxed position of 437.9 cm$^{-1}$. The observed shift of this mode by 2.5 cm$^{-1}$ in the Eu doped samples corresponds to a tensile stress of 0.5 GPa. This value is in very good agreement with the observed shift of the previously discussed diffraction data and can be explained by the expansion of the ZnO host lattice due to the large ionic radius of the Eu$^{3+}$ ions. Despite the presence of considerable stress, the crystalline quality of the nanoparticles is not reduced in the Eu doped samples. This is clearly shown by the narrow line width of the $E_2$(low) of 2.1 cm$^{-1}$ which is comparable to high quality single crystalline ZnO substrates.$^{98}$ The increased line width of the $E_2$(high) of 12.6 cm$^{-1}$ is not in contradiction to an excellent structural quality since the line width is expected to increase with tensile stress. This increase is caused by a sharp maximum in the two phonon density of states on the low frequency side of the $E_2$(high) which leads to an anharmonic decay mechanism resulting in an asymmetric broadening of the line shape of this mode.$^{101}$ The broadening of the Raman spectra for higher europium concentrations (see ESI-9†) indicates a decreasing crystallinity in the high doping regime.$^{63}$
It can be concluded that there are several, experimental proofs that a significant portion of Eu$^{3+}$ has been incorporated in the ZnO lattice. However, a partial presence of europium ions at the surface of the particles can neither be excluded nor be quantified. Line-scan EDX spectra taken from one individual nanoparticle were too noisy due to the low concentration below 1%.

**Photoluminescence properties of ZnO@Eu nanoparticles with different particle shape**

For the discussion of the photoluminescence (PL) properties of the prepared materials, we start with a comparison of the features of geometrically similar nanoparticles with and without Eu incorporation. PL spectra were recorded at room temperature as this is within the temperature range for the most relevant applications. Fig. 8a shows the PL spectra for pure ZnO nanorods and its Eu doped opponents that are recorded for different excitation wavelengths.

It can be seen that the most efficient photoluminescence decay channel varies with excitation energy. For an excitation wavelength of 325 nm, larger than the band-gap of ZnO (3.3 eV), the band-edge emission at 376 nm dominates the spectrum apart from a weaker broad luminescence band centered at around 566 nm. The latter is ascribed to defect states lying in the band-gap of ZnO.$^{62,102,103}$ In addition to the luminescence bands of undoped ZnO, the Eu doped ZnO nanorods reveal several luminescence features of Eu$^{3+}$ that become visible in the doped material. Those originate from 4f intra-band transitions, namely the $5D_0 \rightarrow 7F_2$ transition at $\lambda_1 = 590$ nm and the $5D_0 \rightarrow 7F_3$ transition at $\lambda_2 = 614$ nm.$^{62,104}$ If the sample is excited at 380 nm, i.e. resonantly with the ZnO band-edge, another broad and very intense photoluminescence feature becomes visible with its maximum intensity at around 450 nm. This signal gets even more intense, when the excitation wavelength is further decreased to $\lambda_{em} = 405$ nm (3.1 eV) and it is red-shifted to $\lambda_{em} = 470$ nm (2.63 eV). This observation is explained by Zeng et al. with transitions occurring from Zn interstitials and extended Zn interstitials to the valence band maximum of ZnO.$^{102}$

For excitation energies equal or larger than the band-gap of ZnO it has been shown that a resonant energy transfer from ZnO to Eu$^{3+}$ can occur.$^{66,104}$ However, Eu$^{3+}$ exhibits numerous resonant transitions over a broad range (from the deep infrared to the UV) such that a direct excitation is very likely, especially since the chosen wavelengths are very close to the $7F_0 \rightarrow 5L_6$ transition of Eu$^{3+}$ ions.$^{105,106}$ The possible excitation channels for the dominant $\lambda_{em} = 614$ nm luminescence line ($7D_0 \rightarrow 7F_2$) of the Eu@ZnO nanorods are shown by the photoluminescence excitation spectrum in Fig. 8b. Beside resonant excitation of the $7F_0 \rightarrow 5D_0$ transition at 465 nm, there is a very pronounced contribution of a direct $7F_0 \rightarrow 5L_6$ excitation at 395 nm. This excitation channel is superimposed by a broad excitation band which resembles the ZnO PL spectra with a maximum around 385 nm and a tail expanding beyond 450 nm. Consequently, resonant excitation via ZnO near band edge states and shallow defect states is observed, however, direct excitation of Eu$^{3+}$ ions via the $7F_0 \rightarrow 5L_6$ near the band gap of ZnO is found to be highly efficient. In addition, several other excitation channels exist in close proximity to this transition, as it has been shown by Dejneka et al.$^{105,106}$

Temperature dependent PL spectra with an excitation wavelength of 407 nm are shown in ESI-10†. The overall luminescence intensity increases with decreasing temperature which is caused by the suppression of non-radiative recombination channels giving rise to more efficient radiative recombinations.$^{62,103,107,108}$ This reduction of non-radiative decay channels by e.g. suppression of electron – high-frequency phonon scattering might also result in a more efficient energy transfer to the Eu$^{3+}$ ions as reflected by the intensity increase of the intra-band transitions. In addition, the $5D_0 \rightarrow 7F_2$ transition at 579 nm and the $5D_0 \rightarrow 7F_3$ transition at 650 nm become clearly visible in the low temperature spectra.

The electric-dipole transition $5D_0 \rightarrow 7F_2$ of Eu$^{3+}$ is very sensitive to the local crystal symmetry and its transition probability is zero if the Eu$^{3+}$ ions are embedded in a centro-symmetric environment.$^{109}$ Consequently, the transition at 614 nm should be suppressed in a more homogenous bulk matrix where the ground state level of Eu$^{3+}$ is higher or equal to the bottom of the CB and the energy transfer can be expected to work less efficiently.$^{104}$ In contrast to that, the
magnetic dipole transition $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_1$ at 590 nm is insensitive to the crystal lattice. Therefore, the intensity ratio $I(\lambda_{614\text{ nm}})/I(\lambda_{590\text{ nm}})$ of both peaks can be used to locally characterize the incorporation of the Eu ions in the ZnO lattice.\textsuperscript{110} The smaller the intensity ratio $I(\lambda_{614\text{ nm}})/I(\lambda_{590\text{ nm}})$ is, the lower is the distortion of the symmetry around the Eu$^{3+}$ ions in the ZnO lattice. The dependence of the PL spectra on Eu$^{3+}$ concentration was investigated from this point of view and the corresponding spectra are shown in ESI-10ii.\textsuperscript{111,112} Interestingly, the mentioned intensity ratio decreases from 5.6 to 4.8 to 3.5 with increasing europium concentration from 0.7 at% to 1 at% to 2 at%. This means, that an energy transfer can be expected to occur more efficiently in the weakly doped sample even though the overall luminescence of Eu$^{3+}$ is stronger for higher concentrations due to the presence of more active europium sites. We are currently not able to quantify the efficiency of the energy transfer process, for which more sophisticated time resolved measurements would be required. While this is of minor importance for the here presented study, relevant works addressing this issue are already available in the literature.\textsuperscript{66,111,112} Instead, our current focus is on the effects of different particle shapes on the photoluminescence properties.

As it has been pointed out above, the dimensions of the distinct nano-geometries are very similar among each other. Thus, we are able to compare the relative photoluminescence contributions of Eu$^{3+}$ to the ZnO characteristics. From Fig. 9 it can be seen that the general particle shape has a profound impact on optical properties within the range of the Eu$^{3+}$ signals. For the hollow Eu$\textsubscript{2}$ZnO nanoparticles (Fig. 2d) the fluorescence intensity caused by Eu$^{3+}$ even exceeds the intensity of the defect luminescence, followed by the nanoplates and the nanorods.

Obviously the geometry with the lowest surface to volume ratio, the nano-spheres, exhibits the strongest Eu$^{3+}$ luminescence intensity. This can be seen as an indication that Eu$^{3+}$ is not only incorporated at the ZnO surface, but especially in the bulk crystal lattice. As discussed above, the influence of the geometry can determine the photoluminescence behavior of ZnO significantly. However, we assume that any changes in the intrinsic photoluminescence properties of Eu$^{3+}$ are not at all or just weakly affected by the geometry. Despite this reasoning, it is still possible that the incorporated Eu$^{3+}$ concentration may vary due to the geometry or a change in efficiency of the energy transfer process. PXRD measurements did not indicate strong differences in crystallinity between the investigated geometries for the same dopant concentration. If the incorporation of Eu$^{3+}$ would be essentially enhanced, one would expect a stronger lattice distortion. Therefore, we conclude that the relative Eu$^{3+}$ concentration is comparable between the different geometries. Interestingly, also the variation of the aspect ratio has an effect on the optical properties, which is, however, much less pronounced compared to the change of the general morphology (see ESI-10iiii).

Up to this point we could show that the nanocrystal shape has an impact on the optical properties of Eu$^{3+}$, and it seems that there is a mechanism relating particle shape to the described photoluminescence behavior. A potential explanation, which is consistent with our findings, could be that Eu$^{3+}$ might occupy two different positions in the ZnO lattice: on tetrahedral sites substituting Zn$^{2+}$ (Eu$_{\text{Zn}}$) or on interstitial, octahedral sites (Eu$_{\text{i}}$). Because the octahedral sites are centrosymmetric, their allocation would lead to a decrease of the signal at 614 nm. However, with the analytical methods presented here, we cannot differentiate between these two potential Eu$^{3+}$ centers. Because the wurtzite lattice is highly asymmetric, one can imagine that differences in the main growth-direction of a particle could lead to differences in the occupation probability of heteroatoms on the available lattice sites.

Application of ZnO@Eu nanorods as biomarkers

ZnO materials with strong photoluminescence properties are desirable candidates for labeling in biological experiments since these materials are non-toxic and biocompatible compared to toxic quantum dots. In opposition to that poor water stability, limited color convertibility and low intensity of doped ZnO materials make it an unrealized material for labeling experiments despite of its low-cost and high compatibility. In most cases synthesized nanoparticles are stable in organic solvents but not in water and tend to aggregate or even degrade when transferred into a solvent for use in biological applications.\textsuperscript{113} We developed a synthesis approach that instantly provides ZnO nanoparticles that are stable and dispersible in cell media (DMSO/water) in the µg range, when P3P as surfactant is present. The surfactant P3P is also crucial for controlling the particle shape, and prevents degradation of nanoparticles during cell uptake. Smith et al. and Wilson et al. have investigated the surfactant P3P in numerous studies in both rats and humans and it has shown no harmful effect.\textsuperscript{114–116} P3P is also a common emulsifier in cosmetic formulations.

This non-toxic behavior of P3P in combination with europium doped ZnO nanorods is confirmed in a cell cytotoxicity test (Fig. 10a). The cytotoxicity was investigated by AlamarBlue
assays due to its high sensitivity compared to conventional MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assays. The non-fluorescent dark blue dye is reduced by living cells to a pink highly fluorescent resurufin (7-hydroxy-3H-phenoxazin-3-one). The ZnO and Eu@ZnO materials ($\chi_{\text{Eu}} = 0.3, 0.7\%$) have no significant influence on the cells metabolic activity since the detected signal correlates to the active cells that can convert the reagent into a fluorescent indicator. Due to the low toxicity it was even not possible to determine a LD$_{50}$ dose. Fluorescent imaging was performed on Eu@ZnO with $\chi_{\text{Eu}} = 0.7$ at% and a length of 40 nm (Fig. 10b–g). In Fig. 10b and e fluorescent images are shown of HeLa cells excited under a single wavelength of 405 nm after one day of incubation. Emission for green and red is detectable for low concentrations. The Eu@ZnO material itself has a higher intensity compared to that of the green auto-fluorescence of HeLa cells.

Due to the P3P surfactant, the nanoparticles are stable in the feeding medium of the cells and were taken up by the cells.

After the nanoparticles were taken up in the cells they were still stable, otherwise no red detection signal in the cells would be detectable. As soon as the nanoparticles are ingested by the cells, the P3P does no longer protect nanoparticles from aggregation because aggregated Eu@ZnO can be seen on the fluorescence images. The transmission images of the HeLa cells are still in a good condition although they have been exposed to external stress. The luminescent qualities of the sample materials demonstrated that concentrations of 0.7 at% of europium in ZnO material are sufficient to give an adequate signals. Further investigations should aim on the dispensability of nanoparticles in the cells.

**Conclusions**

An emulsion-based method was used for the preparation of various heterobimetallic zinc oxide nanoparticles with different shape. An organometallic precursor dissolved in the organic phase reacts at the oil-water interface of the emulsion droplets resulting in the formation of ZnO particles. Metal cations dissolved in the aqueous phase become entrapped inside the solidifying matrix. Because the process is performed at low temperature ($\approx$ r.t.) these elements become incorporated inside the ZnO lattice (Scheme 1). Control over particle shape (nanorods, nanoprisms, nanoplates, hollow particles) could be achieved via different emulsification agents, which obviously control the main growth direction of ZnO (Scheme 1). The metal cations present exhibit morphologic effects as, the stronger the more their ionic radius differs from Zn$^{2+}$ and the higher their concentration is.

Eu$^{3+}$ was selected as an example to show that the incorporation of a functional metal cation and simultaneous shape control is possible. The successful substitution of Zn$^{2+}$ by Eu$^{3+}$ in the lattice was proven by a combination of methods including XPS, HRTEM/EDX, PXRD and micro-Raman spectroscopy. In addition, the optical, photoluminescence properties of the materials were investigated in detail. Although excited in the UV one could observe rather strong emission of Eu$^{3+}$ in the red spectral region. The latter together with the very low toxicity of the particles, allowed to study their uptake in biological cells.

**Materials and methods**

All starting compounds were purchased from Aldrich and Roth, and were purified and dried prior to use. All reactions were performed using Schlenk technique.

The zinc oxide precursor was prepared according to synthesis procedures reported in literature.$^{117}$
General preparation of ZnO and doped ZnO nanorods

The emulsion is prepared by water (1.5 ml), cyclohexane (35 ml) and the surfactant (P3P, 1 g) and applying ultrasound for 20 min. For the dopant containing ZnO nanorods, additionally the dopant was added to the aqueous phase. The zinc oxide precursor (1 g) is dissolved in dry cyclohexane (10 ml). At the designed temperature (55 °C), the [MeZnOiPr]4 is added drop-wise by a syringe pump to the emulsion. During the addition, ultrasonic is continued for 375 min. The final colloids were isolated by removing the solvent under reduced pressure.

Cell cytotoxicity

HeLa cells were cultivated at 37 °C and 5% CO2 atmosphere in DMEM medium (Gibco) with 10% FCS (Biochrome AG) and 1% Pen/Strep (Gibco). 96-well plates were used for the cell assay. After 24 h cells were incubated with ZnO materials. Substances to be tested were prepared by serial dilution with medium given to a final concentration with a maximum DMSO content of 1%. The cells were incubated for 48 h with 100 µL each of the diluted series.

10 µl AlamarBlue solution (BioSource Europe) diluted with 90 µl DMEM medium was added directly after removal of the solvent. Incubation time was 90 min. Fluorescence signal at 590 nm of resurufin was measured under an excitation of 405 nm at 30% UV light. Emission was detected in a range from 415–450 nm and 600–650 nm. The images were processed with ImageJ. The fluorescent signal of AlamarBlue reagent was readout with a Synergy HT from BioTek at an excitation wavelength of 530 nm and fluorescent signal was detected at 590 m. Obtained data was utilized with Gen5.
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